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Abstract

The results of a comparison of Multifaceted Asymmetric Radiation From the

Edge (MARFE) theory
 
with experiment in the National Spherical Torus Experiment

(NSTX) are presented. A variety of MARFE behavior was observed using a fast-framing

camera.  A basic MARFE theory was applied to NSTX Multi-Pulse Thomson scattering

(MPTS) and charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) data. MARFE

theory showed some limited agreement with experiment, but uncertainty in the separatrix

location constrained the analysis.  A method based on shifting iso-Te flux surfaces was

used to estimate the separatrix location. The movements of MARFEs in NSTX are

interpreted to result from diamagnetic heat flux driven drifts relative to the background

plasma velocity and imply slowing edge poloidal rotation and/or changing edge profiles

before a large ELM.
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1. Introduction

Density limits in L-mode operation are usually associated with MARFEs [1],

while ELMs are associated with H-mode operation.  The NSTX is apparently unique

among toroidal confinement devices in that MARFEs and ELMs can coexist within the

same H-mode discharge [2] without the MARFE limiting performance or causing an H-L

transition.  In this paper, we present the results of an analysis of MARFE stability and

movement in NSTX.  The MARFE, which naturally occurs on the last closed flux surface

(LCFS) of limiter tokamaks and the separatrix of diverted tokamaks, provides a possible

means to explore edge transport processes and infer edge parameter changes.  A method

based on shifting iso-Te flux surfaces in _N space was used to locate the separatrix.

NSTX operates using up to 7 MW of neutral beam injection at low aspect ratio

with R = 0.85 m and a = 0.65 m (R/a ≈ 1.3), elongations up to 2.8, plasma currents up to

1.5 MA, BT = 0.3 to 0.55 T and triangularities up to 0.8 [3].  Plasma facing components

consist of a combination of graphite and carbon fiber composite tiles.  The dominant

impurity is carbon.  The D-fueled NSTX discharge (117125) modeled in this paper was

conducted with plasma current I
p 

= 0.9 MA and on-axis toroidal field B
t 
= 0.45 T, in a

near double null discharge shape (favoring the lower X-point) with elongation _ ~ 2.4,

triangularity _ ~ 0.7, and the ion grad-B drift toward the lower X-point.

2. Experimental observations and measurements

Rapidly evolving MARFE and ELM structures were observed in NSTX using a

Phantom 7.1 fast-framing digital camera [2].  A wide-angle, fish eye elevation view of the

center column together with upper and lower divertor regions were obtained for NSTX shot

117125 with a D_-line bandpass filter.  Before a MARFE forms, a highly-radiating,
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poloidally and toroidally localized region of cold, dense plasma (plasmoid) is typically seen

to spiral helically around the center column, approximately following the magnetic field

pitch (Fig. 4a of Ref. 2). This plasmoid can be the result of small ELM activity in which heat

is transported from the ELM filaments to a ring MARFE that encompasses the center stack.

The heat flux partially burns through the ring MARFE and the remnant plasmoid moves

upward from the lower divertor following the local magnetic field line.  The motion of the

plasmoid stagnates, typically above the midplane, after the ELM.  The ring MARFE reforms

and moves downward towards the lower divertor.  Several cycles of this MARFE/ELM

interaction are shown in Fig. 1.  The downward velocity of the ring MARFE is calculated

from the slope at the middle of the streak image relative to the 2 m center stack and is seen to

be slowing from 1.77 km/s at 658 ms, to 1.54 km/s at 660 ms, to 1.49 km/s at 661.5 ms, to

1.46 km/s at 663 ms.  By 665 ms the MARFE has intensified and its downward velocity has

slowed to 0.94 km/s.   Just before a Type I ELM occurs, the MARFE changes direction and

is completely burned.  The variations in MARFE velocity and intensity are presumably due

to changing edge parameters. Plasmoids are also observed to originate spontaneously from

the divertor region or near the center stack gas puff and evolve into MARFEs.

The kinetic profile diagnostics used to measure the edge parameters consisted of the

30 channel MPTS and 51 channel CHERS systems.  Since the plasma profiles are

dynamically evolving and the CHERS measurement is averaged over 7.11 ms [4], the

MARFE stability analysis is restricted to times where the MPTS time and the middle of the

CHERS time average interval nearly coincide due to the unreliability of the carbon fraction at

other times.  Even with this restriction, the carbon fraction, fC = nC/ne, estimated from the

CHERS C6+ density and MPTS electron density sometimes appears to be rather large at the
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separatrix, e.g. at 627 ms.  This is probably due to the different spatial resolutions of the

CHERS and MPTS systems in the steep ne gradient region.

The spatial resolution of the MPTS measurement is not quite sufficient to resolve the

electron temperature and density in the NSTX plasma edge where steep gradients exist in H-

mode.  We depend on spline fitting to obtain estimates from the MPTS data.  A serious

complication is that the equilibrium codes EFIT and LRDFIT [5] do not accurately determine

the location of the low field side (LFS) separatrix.  We assume the high field side (HFS) flux

surfaces are more accurately determined by the equilibrium code (due to the order of

magnitude smaller _N error of the innermost MPTS channel and the close proximity of the

flux loops and B-field measurement coils on the HFS) and adjust the MPTS and CHERS

profiles by shifting the LFS Te data points in _N space until the fitted profile overlays the

innermost Te data point from the HFS.  This innermost MPTS channel has high radial

resolution due to the laser beam being tangent to the flux surface at this point [6].  Te,HFS

from this innermost MPTS channel is unusable if magnetic islands or MARFEs are nearby

and one must either align the LFS and HFS profiles visually or use the less accurate 2nd

innermost MPTS channel.

The observations and measurements using the procedures described above using

equilibrium reconstructions are summarized in Table 1.  1.4 ms is added to the reported

CHERS time to locate the center of the integration interval [4].  Since the CHERS data

didn’t reach the estimated separatrix in about 1/3 of the samples, the maximum carbon

fraction between the 0.90 and 1.00 poloidal flux surfaces was used.  The uncertainties in

the data are large.  The flux surface shifting method can fail apparently due to a degraded
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equilibrium calculation, e.g. near large ELMs at 527 and 543 ms or from 3D

perturbations at 410 and 810 ms or for unknown reasons at 593 ms.  At 643, 660, 677 and

710 ms, MARFEs affected the innermost MPTS channel and the LFS and HFS Te

profiles were aligned visually.  Fig. 2 shows examples of fast-camera images of the

MARFE conditions referred to in Table1, beginning with ‘no MARFE’, ‘MARFE onset’,

and other conditions where a MARFE exists.  ‘MARFE onset’ means visible plasmoids

leading to MARFE formation.  ‘Stable at top’ means a MARFE has moved up the center

stack, stopped and intensified.  Note the very bright D_ light from the lower divertor for

case (c) as the MARFE moves up.  A ms before, during a Type I ELM, the D_ light was

even brighter and a cloud of ablated material appeared around the lower divertor.

3. MARFE stability theory

MARFEs were first reported in Alcator-C and attributed to a radiative thermal

instability in the parallel energy balance by Lipschultz [7].  Mahdavi [8] and Maingi and

Mahdavi [9] incorporated the non-equilibrium radiation effect of neutrals in a uniform edge

distribution to obtain
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the MARFE density limit, where ( ) 2/5
0|| TZeffκκ =  is the Spitzer parallel  conductivity,

fz = nz/ne is the impurity fraction and f0 = n0/ne is the neutral fraction.  Defining the

MARFE Index, MI = ne/nmarfe, the calculation of MARFE stability for NSTX discharge

117125 by Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 3 using the Thomson and CHERS data in Table 1 and
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f0 = 10-3 was estimated near the separatrix of this shot with the XGC0 code [10].  Figure

3 shows rough agreement between Eq. (1) and NSTX experiment, except at high density.

4. MARFE movement

Chankin [11] found that the growth rate of the MARFE instability is unaffected by

the poloidal E_B drift.  Chankin’s analysis found that the only consequence of poloidal E_B

rotation was that the poloidal rotation of the MARFE was at the same velocity as the

background plasma.  In H-mode plasmas, the radial electric field just inside the separatrix is

negative.  Thus, in NSTX shot 117125 the movement of the MARFE should be directed

downward, however, at 377 ms the MARFE was observed moving upward.  Another possible

explanation is offered by Tokar [12].  The MARFE moves because one of the MARFE

borders is cooled and the other heated by drift diamagnetic heat flows, due to their pressure

dependence.  Here, we observe that the motion of the MARFE due to diamagnetic heat flows

will be relative to the velocity of the background plasma.

We use non-stationary equations for heat transport taking into account heat flows

both across and along magnetic surfaces.  Due to the Shafranov shift of magnetic flux

surfaces, the temperature and density gradients are largest at the LFS of the discharge.  These

gradients drive instabilities which cause the conductive heat flux density though the edge

boundary, qb, to be poloidally asymmetric.  We assume the _  dependence of qb to be of the

form )cos1( θβ−= bb qq  where pbb AQq /= , Qb is the conductive power transported to the

periphery, Ap is the area of the peripheral magnetic surface, _ is the heat flux asymmetry

factor and _ = 0 at the HFS midplane.  We assume that the ratio of the average conductive

heat flux on the LFS to the average over the whole surface is 75.0=bLFS qq , thus 4/πβ =  .
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We use LRDFIT calculated values of Ap, neutral beam and ohmic heating powers and

measured values of the radiative power loss together with an assumed conductive fraction of

0.5 to estimate Qb and qb.   We assume the radial thermal diffusivity at the separatrix, _r, to

be 50 m2/s. The radial thermal conductivity was calculated from rer n χκ = .

Defining erirT TT ∇∇=∇ /α  , eiT TT /=α  and taking 
r

bq
r
T

κ
−=

∂
∂ , we may write

( )TT
b

d
q

Be
Pq αα
κ ∇
⊥

⊥ −= 1
2
5

, .  Taking the terms describing the dependencies of the pressure on

t and _, and assuming the other terms constant, the heat equation becomes:

( ) CP
aBe

q
t
P

r

b
TT =

∂
∂

−+
∂
∂

∇ ϑκ
αα1

2
5

2
3 (2)

where P = n(Ti + Te) and a is the minor radius. Perturbations of P in the form ( )ϑϑ atVP d −∝ exp~

yield an estimate of the poloidal diamagnetic drift velocity

  ( )TT
r

b
d Be

qV αα
κθ ∇−= 1

3
5  (3)

Using LFS Thomson measurements of ne and Te and CHERS measurements of Ti, we

estimate for shot 117125 at 377 ms T∇α = 3.9 , Tα =9.4 and V_d = 1.0 km/s upward.  At 660

ms, we estimate T∇α = 0.85 , Tα =8.2 and V_d = 3.6 km/s upward.  From the fast-framing

camera images the experimental poloidal velocity of the MARFE is estimated to be 1.88

km/s upward at 377 ms and 1.54 km/s downward at 660 ms.  If the total poloidal MARFE

velocity is the diamagnetic heat flux driven drift relative to the background plasma velocity,

then the E_B drift is 1.7 km/s downward with Er = -3.3 kV/m at 377 ms and E_B = 2.6 km/s
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downward with Er = -4.6 kV/m at 660 ms.  Values of the Er in this range during H-mode

were measured by Biewer [13] in a similar NSTX shot 110077.  The calculation illustrates

that reasonable assumptions lead to MARFE velocities that are in the right direction and

within an order of magnitude of experimental measurements.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In order to perform analysis of the edge in a diverted tokamak, one must first

locate the separatrix and then obtain reasonable estimates of edge parameters. The

separatrix location was estimated by shifting the LFS Te profile to overlay a HFS Te point

considered to be accurate.  In 12 of 14 cases, values of Te at the separatrix at MARFE

onset or during MARFEs were in the range of 31 to 41 eV, which is similar to the ranges

observed in TEXTOR at MARFE onset with a He beam diagnostic with different data

processing [14-16].  The separatrix densities in NSTX, however, are higher.  The

MARFE density limit predicted by basic MARFE theory, roughly agrees with NSTX

experimental observation, except in the highest density phase.  We found that if the

poloidal movement of the MARFE is the diamagnetic heat flux drift relative to the

background plasma velocity, (e.g. E_B drift), then MARFE movement in NSTX may be

explained with an Er ≈ -4 kV/m.  This model implies that before the large ELM in Fig. 1

that the edge poloidal rotation may be slowing and/or the edge profiles are changing.
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Figure captions

Table 1:  MARFE observations for NSTX discharge 117125 at the Thomson Scattering times

and the data used in the MARFE stability calculation if tTS and tCHERS + 1.4 ms coincide.

Fig. 1: MARFE/ELM cycles in NSTX discharge 117125: (a) “streak“ image showing the

plasmoid spiral upward, stagnate, reform a MARFE which moves downward until an

ELM partially burns though the MARFE leaving a plasmoid as a remnant to begin a new

cycle and (b) the D_ light signal from the lower divertor.
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Fig. 2: Conditions observed in NSTX discharge 117125: (a) no MARFE, t = 0.326662 s;

(b) MARFE onset, t = 0.726662 s; (c) move up, t = 0.376685 s; (d) stagnation, t =

0.493322 s; (e) move down, t = 0.660002 s; (f) burn, t = 0.626662 s; (g) stable at top, t =

0.676685 s.  The center image is nearest the TS time given, the left image -72.5 _s earlier

and the right image +72.5 _s later.
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Fig. 3: MARFE Index plotted at the sample times of Table 1 when tTS and tCHERS + 1.4

ms coincide.
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Table 1:
TS time [s] Condition           CHERS time    Te [eV] ne [m-3] fC [%]
        + 1.4 ms

0.326662  no marfe 0.32665 93 2.5E19 7.2
0.343345 no marfe 0.34665 101 2.9E19
0.359992 no marfe 0.35665 71 2.6E19
0.376685 upward move 0.37665 34 2.2E19 6.4
0.393332 no marfe 0.39665 99 2.4E19
0.410015 no marfe 0.40665 94 1.9E19
0.426662 no marfe 0.42665 51 1.8E19 5.2
0.443345 no marfe 0.44665 64 2.2E19
0.459992 no marfe 0.45665 53 2.1E19
0.476685 onset 0.47665 38 3.0E19 6.2
0.493322 stagnation 0.49665 34 2.1E19
0.510025 stagnation 0.50665 33 1.9E19
0.526662 no marfe 0.52665 147 3.4E19 4.9
0.543345 onset 0.54665 35 1.4E19
0.559992 no marfe 0.55665 53 2.2E19
0.576685 onset 0.57665 31 1.9E19 6.8
0.593332 onset 0.59665 58 2.6E19
0.610025 no marfe 0.60665 41 1.9E19
0.626662 burn 0.62665 34 1.8E19 10.7
0.643355 stagnation 0.64665 35 1.9E19
0.660002 move down 0.65665 32 1.5E19
0.676685 stable at top 0.67665 41 2.2E19 4.5
0.693332 no marfe 0.69665 41 2.3E19
0.710015 onset 0.70665 35 2.2E19
0.726662 onset 0.72665 41 2.2E19 4.8
0.743355 no marfe 0.74665 50 1.6E19
0.759992 no marfe 0.75665 68 2.8E19
0.776685 no marfe 0.77665 61 2.5E19 5.9
0.793332 no marfe 0.79665 75 2.5E19
0.810015 stagnation 0.80665 60 2.6E19
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